
Happy Birthday To…

2/4     Navya P.
2/7     Tess Rutledge

Tuesday, February 4th

Fill in your Planner for today

Clear your desks
Make sure you have a book to 

read--place it on the floor beside 
your desk area

Go to the bathroom
Get a drink of water

This Day In History

February 4, 1913--Rosa Parks was born

February 4, 1996--Former Rep. JC Watts 
(R-OK) becomes the first 
African-American to respond to a State of 
the Union address.

On Your Desk

● Notebook
● Sharpened 

Pencil
● Book to read



6.C.1.1 Analyze how cultural expressions 
reflected the values of civilizations 
(e.g., oral traditions, art, dance, music, literature, 
and architecture)

I can explain cultural expressions from Ancient 
China.

I can analyze how these expressions reflected 
the values of the Ancient Chinese.



Achievements of Ancient China

● Watch drone footage of the Great Wall

● What value/belief does the Great Wall represent?
How does it reflect the values of the people of 
Ancient China?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne0OagUqhWs


Note-Taking with a Bubble Map

“When the lecture content is intense, the mapping method works best. It 
helps organize your notes by dividing them into branches, enabling you 
to establish relationships between the topics. Start with writing the main 
topic at the top of the map. Keep dividing it into subtopics on the left 
and right as you go down.”

Today’s Main Idea = Achievements/Ancient China

Source: 
https://medium.goodnotes.com/the-best-note-taking-methods-for-college-students-451f41
2e264e

https://medium.goodnotes.com/the-best-note-taking-methods-for-college-students-451f412e264e
https://medium.goodnotes.com/the-best-note-taking-methods-for-college-students-451f412e264e


Sample of 
Bubble Map or 
Mind-mapping



Achievements 
of

Ancient China



Two 
examples of 
Bubble Maps 
for the article 

we read 
during class 

today. 

Your bubble 
map should 
look similar.



Achievements 
of

Ancient China

Agricultural Achievements:
Better plow
Harness collar for horses
Wheelbarrow
Watermills 

Water Travel::
Magnetic compass
Boat rudder

Inventions-Economic:
Silk
Printing Press
Porcelain (for making 
china)

Inventions--Government::
Printing Press
Paper
Paper Money
Seismograph

Medical Advancements:
Acupuncture
Herbal medicines


